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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1176237A1] The loom heald frame has a damper system (200), with a profiled support (210) which extends over the whole length of the
lower profiled member of the frame. It carries a supply component along the length of the support, to form a buffer (24) in relation to the heads of the
heald loops (9'). The damper system for a loom heald frame has a play (J'), which is less than the play between the healds and the heald carrier.
The damper play can be adjusted and controlled by at least one intermediate profile (220), mounted in the support profile with a setting unit (223)
between them, to give movements between at least one position without play and a setting to give play. The profiled support or the intermediate
profile has a longitudinal groove (22) to accommodate the buffer in a shrouded fitting. The buffer has an inverted T-shape, with the leg lodged in the
groove. The arms are shaped according to the heald head loops. A circular section of the buffer is lodged within the longitudinal groove. The profiled
support is firmly bonded to the upper heald frame profile (2) by an adhesive, after it has been positioned by a jig with shaped positioning clips for the
correct location. The clips can determine the amount of play. The support profile and the heald carrier are one and the same profiled section, for the
play to be set by the support profile, and the support profile can set the amount of play with setting units. The assembly can have two dampers, with
separate units for the upper and lower frame profiles.
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